Softball Ulster AGM 2020
Meeting Information
Date
Time
Location
Meeting called by
Council Present

Members Present

SI Board Present
Others Present
Apologies

Saturday 28 th November 2020
1100 hours
Digital Zoom Meeting
Rachel Bourgault (Chairperson)
Rachel Bourgault (Chairperson) – RB
Jocelyn Horton (Vice Chair) – JH
Tim Rankin (Treasurer) – TR
Will Gilpin (Secretary) - WG
Phil Wallace (Chief Umpire) – PW
Glenn McKnight (Competitions Officer) - GM
Kerry Gottschalk (Media Officer) - KG
David Kelly (Bucs) - DK
Jonathan Craven (Sliders) - JC
Andrew Craven (Sliders) - AC
Adam Grant (Bucs) - AG
Michal Derleta (Sliders)
Laura O’Connor (Sliders)
Emma Derleta (Sliders)
Christina Taylor (Sliders)
Caz Walker (Bucs)
Dan Taylor (Sliders)
Kirsty Briggs (Sliders) - KB
Casey Purcella (Sliders)
Sean Gottschalk (Brawlers)
Marian Neill (Sliders)
Colum Lavery (SI President) - CL
John Conlon (Observer for the Angels) - JCA
Jay Slevin (Sliders) - JS

1
Minutes of 2018 AGM and matters arising
Presenter
Will Gilpin (Secretary)
Discussion
Apologies read out.
Minutes of 2019 AGM discussed and approved.
Matters arising:
Support for new teams - DK motion 2019 AGM. GM - Key action point for
2021
Team 1st Aid kits. JC - Need for team first raiders. AC - SI intending to
implement a 1st aid policy. CL - SI AGM will be addressing this issue.
SU rebrand. GM - Due to COVID wasn't a high priority. CL - SI are also
looking at rebranding options, potentially more cost effective for all regions
to do it together plus benefits of continuity. JH - rebrand should be
considered part of a larger communications issue. AG - Has Graphic design
contacts, willing to reach out to.
SU Key objectives. JC - Second teams can fail due to lack of returning
players - retention issue. Should aim for more fun tournaments (Teddy
Bears picnic/Buccfest). JCA - Revised loan system for players to support
teams struggling for numbers.
DK - Support network for teams, JH was to play for the Bucs in 2020 but
moved to Aces as their need was greater. JC - Player loan system does exist,
perhaps something to be revised i.e., experienced players can be loaned 1
game per season while rookies can be loaned more often to increase play
time opportunities. GM - Will look at support options for new teams. CL Glenn to join SI Competition commission to improve tournament planning
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Conclusions
Action Items
Nil.

across all regions, reduce overlap and improve opportunities for teams to
play across Ireland
The minutes of the 2019 AGM were agreed by the membership. Matters
arising discussed.
Person Responsible
Deadline

2
Softball Ireland: Statement from Colum Lavery, SI President.
Presenter
Colum Lavery (SI President)
Discussion
CL thanked the SU clubs for their support on his 2019 re-election. Thanks
to RB for all the work she has done this year supporting SU. Thanks to
Reginald Clarke who is stepping down as SU rep to SI this year. Thanks to
AC for his work on the Return to Play protocol, which was able to stop a
COVID outbreak after a positive result was identified in the republic.
BSI merger: As stated last year it is a slow process. Working with Baseball
Ireland to meet the required criteria to grow and develop Softball in Ireland.
Conscious that Sport NI recognition is dependent on this process and the
various funding avenues that will open post completion. Once the process
begins - 3-year period to meet criteria (e.g., 1500 members across BSI)
Slowpitch is intended to be the mass participation sport. Potential
competition for players once the GAA launches their adult rounders league.
Coaching: Program to be launched in January 2021, aim to have at least 1
trained coach per team.
Non-binary players: The WBSC position is based on the players sex (i.e.,
Male=Male & Female=Female). Not the solution that SI want and as such
are continuing to work towards a more inclusive solution.
Fastpitch: On hold until January 2021. Currently the facilities used for
Fastpitch are closed until the new year in any case.
SINCC: Addressed at the SI AGM, each region will continue to have the
current representation.
SI are aiming to launch a Club Championship in 2021. Opportunity to
franchise the tournaments similar to the UK Diamond 1,2,3. Utilising
existing games to make them more meaningful. Create 2 opportunities for
teams to qualify for SINCC.
SI board aiming to add Matt Steerman & Gillian Fitzpatrick (Marketing/PR
experts) to raise profile of Softball (e.g., live streaming all games, improving
image of sport to a “professional amateur level”).
SI Governance group to meet in January 2021 - review governance of
Softball in Ireland. Work on strategic overhaul and changes to structure.
(Advised SU EGM on hold until after this as it may solve some potential
issues)
Conclusions
COVID impacted sport globally. Aim is to get Softball back to its 2019
standing and build from there. SU did well to maintain numbers considering
registered teams fell from 6 to 5 in 2020.
Action Items
Person Responsible
Deadline
Nil.
3
Treasurer’s Report
Presenter
Tim Rankin (Treasurer)
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Discussion

Conclusions
Action Items
Nil.

See Appendix 1 for the full report given at the meeting.
As SU paid for the pitches at Hydebank this year a loss was recorded. To
repeat in 2021 SU would need to raise another £600 to cover the cost.
Still over £2000 in the bank account (some restricted use funds) advisable
to build up funds in 2021 in case of emergency/pandemic.
World Police & Fire Games (restricted funds): some had been authorised
for first aid but was never spent. Could potentially be used in the future.
Culture, Art & Sport grant (2012) money was also never spent. No reason
to restrict this money forever if there is a good investment reason to use
for the development of softball.
2021 discussion needed on either a higher team fee or player fee.
SU made a loss of £662.15 in 2020, Balance of £2,226.58 (*SU still owe SI
90 Euros in player registration fees)
Person Responsible
Deadline

4
Chief Umpire’s Report
Presenter
Phil Wallace (Chief Umpire)
Discussion
See Appendix 2 for full reports.
No umpire training course ran in 2020 due to COVID & no new
umpires.
Massimo (SI) ran online training courses which can still be
accessed.
The 2020 format did make umpire coverage tricky as 4 teams could
be on the field at the same time limiting umpiring options.
Martin, Sean & Phil attended the SI umpires working group. Put on
hold due to COVID, anticipated will restart in 2021.
Phil will be standing down as Chief Umpire this year.
Congratulations to JC on winning Umpire of the year.
GM - Special thanks to Phil for his assistance in helping shape the
2020 league schedule.
Conclusions
More umpires required.
Action Items
Person Responsible
Deadline
Nil.
5
Chairperson’s Report (to include reports from Competitions & Media)
Presenter
Rachel Bourgault (Chair)
Discussion
See Appendices 3, 4 & 5 for full reports
Competitions: 5 registered teams in 2020 (down from 6 in 2019).
All games played. No recorded cases of COVID. Congratulations to
the Brawlers on their league win and great job to all for making the
season happen. Propose that Hydebank continue to be the
location of choice for tournaments. Thanks for the support over
the last 2 years and hopefully will be selected as SU Competitions
officer for the next 2.
Media: Noticeable increase in social media engagement (confirmed
via analytics) during live streamed games which proved successful
on Facebook. Twitter utilised to a lesser extent. Instagram is
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Conclusions
Action Items
Nil.

newer but something that SU will be keen to increase use of in
attracting newer players.
Chair: Thanks to all the players who participated this season,
congratulations to the Brawlers on their league win. 1 reported
injury this season. 3 new council members with 1 council member
taking on a new role. A lot of council decisions impacted by COVID
& inability to make plans due to government indecision over
lockdown restrictions. RB intention to step down as Chair this year,
thanks to all the council members for working to ensure successful
outcomes in their respective roles.
JH mentioned that she had been successful in obtaining a funding
agreement but due to COVID restrictions SU had to decline it this
year as requirements couldnt be met.
It was noted that as SI will be holding an EGM in the new year it
would be prudent for SU to await the outcome before holding our
own EGM.
Council to continue forward with points identified in Matters
arising. Keep in contact with SI as a number of issues will likely be
resolved.
Person Responsible
Deadline

6
Motions and Amendments
Presenter
Will Gilpin (Secretary)
Discussion
Bylaws. 1 proposal received from JC regarding the use of umpires
from the same club being prevented from umpiring matches in
which another of their club teams is involved in.
Constitution. None received.
Conclusions
As stated prior to the AGM, all motions and amendments will be
considered at an EGM ahead of the 2021 Start of season.
Action Items
Person Responsible
Deadline
Plan an EGM ahead of 2021 season.
Council
April 2021
7
Elections
Presenter
Discussion

Rachel Bourgault (Chairperson)
Nominations for Chair: Jocelyn Horton (JS seconded Jocelyn) &
Andrew Craven (KB seconded Andrew). Both candidates were
given 5 minutes to address the attending members with Q&A
following.
Voting by zoom poll (WG confirmed result to council chat).
Andrew Craven: 15 & Jocelyn Horton: 7.
Andrew Craven elected SU Chairperson.
Nominations for Competitions Officer: Glen McKnight (AG
seconded Glenn). No other nominations received, no objections
raised.
Glenn McKnight reelected as Competitions Officer.
Nominations for Media Officer: Adam Grant (GM seconded Adam).
No other nominations received, no objections raised.
Adam Grant elected as Media Officer.
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Nominations for Chief Umpire: No nominations received. Position
vacant. The Council may co-opt a Chief Umpire if a suitable
candidate is found.
Conclusions
SU Council: Andrew Craven (Chair), Glenn McKnight (Comps), Adam
Grant (Media) & Chief Ump – Vacant.
Action Items
Person Responsible
Deadline
Fill the Chief Umpire role.
Council
April 2021
8
Appointments
Presenter
Discussion

Conclusions
Action Items
Nil.

Rachel Bourgault (Chairperson)
Nominations for SI Representative: Andrew Craven nominated by
KB & seconded by RB.
GM raised a concern that the position should be separate to the
SU council. TR & AC disagreed stating that it is better to have an
informed member of the Council to enable direct communication
between SI & SU. CL supported this position. GM rescinded
concern. No further objections.
AC appointed SU rep to SI.
Nominations for SU rep to SI AGM.
TR nominated himself, GM seconded. No objections.
TR appointed SU rep to SI AGM.
CL expressed hope that each SU team will be represented at the SI
AGM.
Nominations for Auditors for 2021 Accounts:
RB nominated herself, WG seconded. No objections.
RB will audit 2021 accounts.
New SU representatives as listed above
Person Responsible
Deadline

9
League Schedule 2021
Presenter
Glenn McKnight (Competitions Officer)
Discussion
No draft schedule for 2021 yet. A schedule will be produced when
it is known how many teams will be entering the Ulster league.
GM mentioned looking to Lisburn SERC to develop a team.
JH noted she had contacts in the Lisburn council.
DK stated we will need to be aware of space available at Hydebank
if SU does increase above 6 teams.
Note that there are potential ground improvements at Hydebank
(football pitch and walking track) will need to be considered when
planning the 2021 schedule.
Conclusions
No schedule
Action Items
Person Responsible
Deadline
Publish a draft schedule for 2021.
Glenn McKnight
1/4/2021
10 A.O.B.
Presenter
Discussion

Rachel Bourgault (Chairperson)
DK: Combined social media strategy. Current format is disjointed
with teams solely responsible for creating and posting content. A
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Conclusions
Action Items
Nil.

joined-up strategy across all the teams would improve visibility and
reach.
AC: Part of the SI strategy is to have a social media committee in
2021 to address these issues.
CL: Gillian Fitzpatrick will be joining SI as a board member,
experience in social media and will work on this issue. Pundit
Arena interest in streaming our softball games, will need to
improve the team's image (professional amateur aesthetic).
JH: SU website requires improvement to better direct potential
new players on how to join teams.
AC: Agree, a function similar to current SI website (find a team) is
needed.
JH: Need to ensure team contact information is current for
potential new players.
AG: Intention to improve social media reach across all platforms to
raise all SU team visibility. Make better use of individual player
skills e.g., SU/Team merchandise to advertise teams off the pitch.
Social media is an important tool in team recruitment. New SI 2021
strategy & SU media officer will work to increase visibility of the
sport.
Person Responsible
Deadline

X
Meeting Conclusion
Meeting Information
Date of next meeting
Meeting concluded at
Minutes completed by
Minutes confirmed by

23 rd October 2021
1300
Will Gilpin (Secretary)
Andrew Craven (Chairperson)
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Appendix 1: Softball Ulster Treasurer’s Report 2020
Softball Ulster Treasurer’s Report 2020
Softball Ulster ran at a loss this year, primarily due to the fact that we paid for the
pitches for the SU league and our income was down due to not being able to host any
tournaments. As a single year I do not believe that this is great concern as years such
as this are a prime example of why the league should retain a financial safety net for
this sort of eventuality.
I would hope that this year is an aberration due to the extraordinary circumstances in
which we found ourselves operating. If the league had to operate in similar
circumstances again in the 2021 season, we would clearly need to reconsider the level
of the team fees. A further £7.20 per player, or £132.43 per team, would have meant
that we broke even for the year.
SU still owe SI €90.00 (recorded in the accounts as £82.29 at the same exchange rate
as the payment on 18.11.20) due to miscommunication between me and the SI
Treasurer as a second invoice was issued to cover players registered towards the end
of the season. I have asked that this amount be rolled over to next year’s payment
rather than incur further banking fees. I did not use TransferWise as was used last year
due to issues with the transfer of the HSBC mandate and I wanted to ensure the invoice
was paid before the AGM. I would hope that with more time and no issues with access
to the bank, that a service such as TransferWise can be used again in 2021.
Overall, I believe that SU is in a reasonably healthy state for having played a condensed
season in difficult circumstances. With the hope of a more normal season in 2021 I
believe that we will be able to make back the loss incurred this year.
I would like to thank the rest of the Council for their assistance and understanding in
dealing with the banking issues, Andrew Craven and Sinead Shackley for their
assistance with the formatting and balancing of the accounts and also Sinead for
auditing the accounts as well.
Tim Rankin,
Softball Ulster Treasurer
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Appendix 2: Softball Ulster Chief Umpire’s Report 2020
As I'm sure the other reports will mention, this season was challenging with the
coronavirus restrictions. We didn't have an umpire training course, but SI held a
number of online training sessions and the videos are available on the SI website.
The compressed nature of the league, and the fact that four of the five teams could be
playing simultaneously, made scheduling difficult. Despite this we managed to have
neutral umpires for 19 of the 20 games, and two-man crews for 9 of those.
We are still slightly unbalanced with the majority of the plate umpires coming from
three teams, more work needs to be done to develop umpires from the other teams.
Maarten, Sean and I attended a number of SI Umpire Working Group calls in the closed
season. The group was less active over the summer with the continuing uncertainty
over return to play.
My term as Chief Umpire is over now, I look forward to seeing my successor continue
to develop umpires in Ulster. Finally, congratulations to Jonny Craven, who was voted
as the Umpire of the Year in the SU awards poll.
Philip Wallace,
Softball Ulster Chief Umpire
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Appendix 3: Softball Ulster Chairperson’s Report 2020
Thanks to everyone for logging into the 2020 SU AGM.
I would also like to formally thank all the teams and players who were able to
participate in this year’s condensed season. 2020 has been far from easy for anyone
across the globe, and we still face many uncertainties in the future, but as we look
ahead to a new year, we should remain optimistic. A great positive is that we were
able to achieve a season, although very different format to what we have seen before
and without any tournaments, which for me are some of my favourite softball
highlights. But a big congrats to the 2020 Champs, The Brawlers.
One injury was reported for the 2020 season.
This season started with great expectations, we had 3 new council members joining
and one council member changing roles. Fresh eyes and diverse minds gave us
opportunities to start thinking about new ideas for the 2020 season. Unfortunately,
those elevated hopes got quickly faded away out by the impending loom of a Global
Pandemic. While the council very much was still working behind the scenes, we were
left in the unknown for what seemed like a long time, and when government decisions
were being made, they were being made on very notice.
As you all know the Softball Ulster Council is undergoing a change, I am stepping down
this afternoon and we’ll shortly be moving on to the nominations of our new
representatives.
Many thanks to Kerry who kept our members updated through the website and to all
the work on the many social media posts which included the important updates, game
results, live streams as well as the quizzes to keep members engaged during lockdown.
Big thank you to Glenn for putting together a challenging season, and best of luck on
your nomination (and potentially to your next two years), which I hope returns to a
normal season of play.
Thank you, Tim, for keeping us in the positive (+) and advising us on all our financial
queries.
Thank you to Phil, who is also finishing up his term, for rallying and coordinating his
Umpires for another season.
Thank you to Jocelyn for stepping into the Vice Chair role, she worked assiduously
finding funding and grants for our league.
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I need to give a massive thank you to Will, I feel the secretary role is probably the
busiest of all council roles, which he took on effortlessly and kept us all on track and
organised. His predecessor should be very proud.
Reminder that the SI AGM is on Sunday 29th of November.
Rachel Bourgault,
Softball Ulster Chairperson
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Appendix 4: Softball Ulster Competitions Officer’s Report 2020
SU League 2020
We had 5 teams, down from 6. We managed a full season despite Coronavirus, in a
very condensed time frame - and unlike our friends in the south, we managed to not
have a single case of corona connected to us. Congratulations to all the teams and
everyone involved, and a big congratulations to the Brawlers for winning the 2020
league.
Based on the success of holding our games at Hydebank, I'd like to propose that we
plan to host the 2021 season there.
Special thanks to Phil Wallace for all his hard work as Chief Umpire and the support
that he has given me over this past year to help organise the 2020 compressed summer
league.
Glenn McKnight,
Softball Ulster Competitions Officer
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Appendix 5: Softball Ulster Media Officer’s Report 2020
The remit of the media officer is to work with the SU council to develop the sport in
Ulster, advertise tournaments and games, update the website and manage digital
content.
The council have endeavored to ensure the website reflected up to date fixture lists
and box scores for all games so no one was waiting too long to see how points systems
would reflect team placing. SU noted in 2019 season that consideration to various
Softball Ulster logo rebrands would take place; this consideration has continued to the
2020 season with agreement that this would be raised at the 2020 AGM.
Facebook remained the biggest Social Media forum for SU this year with advertising
around MVPs and upcoming games/streaming gathering the largest ‘reach’ scores and
the umpiring quizzes gathering the most consistent 'engagement' for the platform
throughout the season. Twitter posts were used to a much lesser degree and the
Instagram account has been increasingly used this year. Live streaming games was a
point of focus this year given inability for people to attend games in person so as to
respect social distancing.
Going forward, the SU Council would like to make more use of the Instagram account
which was limited this year because of the lack of varying team photos and inability for
bystanders to attend games. If team members take pictures of SU games, events or
tournaments and tag the SU account by including a #softballulster then we will more
fully represent all the teams and better advertise all teams within the league.
Additionally, live streamed games should also be a focus for the 2021 season given the
ongoing pandemic and ability of this forum to continue to include its members safely.
Kerry Gottschalk,
Softball Ulster Media Officer
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Appendix 6: Summary of Action Points from AGM 2020
SU Council
1. Provide first aid kits & first aider for each team.
2. Review progress of implementation of key objectives from Sports development
plan.
3. Devise structure of protections for new teams in the SU league to prevent
collapse.
4. Formulate policy on how SU can better direct new players to teams that need
them.
5. SU rebrand, liaise with SI in 2021 on the all-Ireland Softball rebrand (cost
efficiency).
6. Review COVID-secure Umpire training in 2021 & encourage more trainee umps.
7. Review current tournaments with a view to reviving Teddy bears/Buccfest.
8. Review funding/grant sources of revenue to support SU/Teams.
9. Prepare for Spring EGM 2021 after SI EGM.
10. Review feasibility of Intro League in Lisburn.
Andrew Craven (Chairperson)
Nil
Jocelyn Horton (Vice Chair)
Nil
Will Gilpin (Secretary)
Nil
Timothy Rankin (Treasurer)
Nil
Glenn McKnight (Competitions Officer)
11. Publish a draft schedule for 2021.
Adam Grant (Media Officer)
Nil
Vacant (Chief Umpire)
Nil
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